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ON THE MOTIVIC VIRTUAL SIGNED EULER
CHARACTERISTICS
YUNFENG JIANG
Abstract. For any scheme M with a perfect obstruction theory, Jiang
and Thomas associate a scheme N with symmetric perfect obstruction
theory. The scheme N is a cone over M given by the dual of the ob-
struction sheaf of M , and contains M as its zero section. Locally N is
the critical locus of a regular function.
In this short note we prove that N is an oriented d-critical scheme
in the sense of Joyce, hence there exists a global motive for N locally
given by the motive of vanishing cycles of the local regular function. We
prove a motivic localization formula under the good and circle compact
C
∗-action for N . When taking Euler characteristic we get the result that
the weighted Euler characteristic of N weighted by the Behrend function
of N is the signed Euler characteristic of M by motivic method. Such
a result was proved before by Jiang-Thomas using purely topological
method.
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1. Introduction
LetM be a scheme (or DM stack) with a perfect obstruction theory E• in
the sense of [16], [3]. Denote by vd = rank(E•), which is the virtual dimen-
sion. In [13], Jiang and Thomas associate withM a scheme N , which admits
a symmetric obstruction theory in the sense of Berhend in [1]. Roughly this
scheme N = Tot(ob∗M ) is the total space of the dual of the obstruction
1
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sheaf obM associated with the obstruction theory E
•. For the mathematical
definition,
N := Spec(Sym• obM ),
which is the abelian cone of the obstruction sheaf obM . Let π : N →M be
the projection. There is a Gm-action on N scaling the fibers and the fixed
locus is M . In [13], the following four invariants are studied:
(1) The Ciocan-Fontanine-Kapranov/Fantechi-Go¨ttsche signed virtual
Euler characteristic of M defined using its own obstruction theory;
(2) Graber-Pandharipande’s virtual Atiyah-Bott localization of the vir-
tual cycle of N to M ;
(3) Behrend’s weighted Euler characteristic of N by the Behrend func-
tion νN ;
(4) Kiem-Li’s cosection localization of the virtual cycle of N to M .
[13] proves that (1) = (2), and (3) = (4). The invariant (1) = (2) is
deformation invariant, while (3) = (4) is not. Moreover the invariant (3) =
(4) is the signed Euler characteristic of M . A similar related situation was
studied in [12]. It turns out that both of these invariants are useful, which
are related to the Vafa-Witten invariants for projective surfaces or local
surfaces, see [24], [25].
In the setting of derived algebraic geometry as in [23], N is (−1)-shifted
symplectic because it is the (−1)-shifted cotangent bundle T ∗(M,E•)[−1]
of (M,E•), if (M,E•) comes from a quasi-smooth derived scheme. In [14],
Joyce proves that the underlying scheme N of a (−1)-shifted symplectic de-
rived scheme is a d-critical scheme, which is defined in [14], but the converse
is not true. Since a scheme M with a perfect obstruction theory E• is not
always induced from a quasi-smooth derived scheme, in the paper [13], the
authors start from a derived scheme (M,E•), and construct N by taking
derived cotangent bundle of (M,E•).
We prove in this paper that N is a d-critical scheme in the sense of [14].
Of course N does not always come from a (−1)-shifted symplectic derived
scheme. Also N does not always have a symmetric obstruction theory in
[1]. Let KN be the canonical line bundle for the d-critical scheme N defined
in [14]. The d-critical scheme N has an orientation, i.e., a square root
K
1
2
N exists, which is proved in [6], or [20]. So from [4], there is a unique
global motive MFφN ∈ M
µˆ
N , where M
µˆ
N = K
µˆ
0 (VarN )[L
−1] and K µˆ0 (VarN )
is the equivariant Grothendieck ring of varieties. On each d-critical chart
(R˜, A˜, s˜, i˜) of the d-critical scheme (N, s), the motive
MF
φ
N |R˜ = i
⋆(MFφ
A˜,s˜
)⊙Υ(QR˜,A˜,s˜,˜i) ∈ M
µˆ
R˜
,
where MFφ
A˜,s˜
= L−dim(A˜)/2 ⊙ [[A˜0, ιˆ] −MFA˜,s˜]|R˜ is the motivic vanishing
cycle; MFA˜,s˜ is the motivic nearby cycle defined in [11, Definition 7.9]; and
Υ(QR˜,A˜,s˜,˜i) = L
1
2 ⊙ ([R˜, ιˆ] − [Q, ρˆ]) ∈ M
µˆ
R˜
is the motive of the principal
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Z2-bundle QR˜,A˜,s˜,˜i as in [4, §2.5]. This ring admits a new product ⊙, which
is defined by [4]. More details can be found in [11, §7.1].
In this paper we prove a motivic localization formula for the global motive
MF
φ
N under the Gm-action on N , removing the preservation of the orienta-
tion K
1
2
N of the Gm-action as in [11, Theorem 7.17].
The cone N admits a good, circle-compact action of Gm by scaling the
fibers of N . The fixed locus is M . Our main result is:
Theorem 1.1. (Theorem 3.8) Let (N, s) be the oriented d-critical scheme
in Proposition 2.5 and µ is the good, circle-compact action of Gm on N .
Let MFφN ∈ M
µˆ
N be the global motive of N . Then we have the following
localization formula.∫
N
MF
φ
N = L
(rank(E0)−rank(E−1))/2 ⊙
∫
M
[M ].
Our method to prove Theorem 1.1 follows from the argument of the mo-
tivic nearby cycle under the good, circle-compact action of Gm in [22]. In
our situation Nicaise and Payne [22] prove the conjecture of Davison and
Meinhardt on the motivic nearby fiber in [7], i.e., the motivic nearby cycle
MFA˜,s˜ = [s˜
−1(1)]. We use this motivic cycle to prove the localization for-
mula. This is parallel to the result in Theorem A.1 of [6], where the author
proves that in this situation the pushforward to M of the vanishing cycle
sheaf φs˜ of the local regular function s˜ on a d-critical chart is the shifted
constant sheaf on M . Our contribution here is that we prove this statement
for the motivic vanishing cycle using the result in [22] by the techniques of
semi-algebraic subsets. We hope that the result in Theorem 1.1 has appli-
cations on motivic Vafa-Witten invariants, [24], [25].
As an application of Theorem 1.1, we show that
χ(N, νN ) = (−1)
vdχ(M)
by the motivic method. This equality was proved by a direct calculation in
[13].
Outline. This short note is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review
the construction of the cone N , and prove that N is a d-critical scheme.
We prove a motivic localization formula of the oriented d-critical scheme
N under Gm-action in Section 3, and apply it to get the weighted Euler
characteristic of the cone N .
Acknowledgements. This paper is motivated by the study by Tanaka-
Thomas [24], [25] on the Vafa-Witten invariants for projective surfaces. I
would like to thank R. Thomas for sending me the above papers before
posting on arXiv. Many thanks to B. Szendroi for the valuable discussion
on motivic invariants of Hilbert schemes of points on C3, and S. Payne for
the discussion on motivic nearby cycles and motivic Minor fibers via semi-
algebraic sets.
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Notation. Throughout the paper we work for with a projective scheme M
over an algebraically closed field κ with perfect obstruction theory E• →
LM . The one dimensional torus is denoted by Gm.
2. Preliminaries on the cone N
We briefly recall the construction of the abelian cone N in [13].
2.1. Abelian cones. Let F be coherent sheaf over M . There is an associ-
ated cone
C(F ) := SpecSym• F
πF−→M
over M . Cones of this form are called abelian in [3, Section 1]. The grading
on Sym• F endows C(F ) with a Gm-action
Gm × C(F ) −→ C(F )
induced by the map
Sym• F [x, x−1]←− Sym• F
that takes s ∈ Symi F to sxi. Its fixed locus is the zero section M ⊂ C(F )
defined by the ideal Sym≥1 F .
When F is locally free C(F ) = Tot(F ∗) is the total space of the dual
vector bundle. More generally, for any F , the fibre of C(F ) over a closed
point p ∈M is the vector space (F |p)
∗. In fact C(F ) represents the functor
from M -schemes to sets that takes f : S →M to HomS(f
∗F,OS).
2.2. The cone N . We fix a perfect obstruction theory
E• −→ LM
of virtual dimension
vd := rank(E•)
on the complex projective scheme M .
Applying the results of the last section to the obstruction sheaf
ObM := h
1
(
(E•)∨
)
,
we define π = πN : N →M to be the associated abelian cone,
1
(2.1) N := C(ObM ) = SpecSym
•(ObM )
π
−→M.
1Another way to describe N is as the coarse moduli space of the vector bundle stack
h1/h0
(
(E•)∨
)
of [3, Section 2].
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2.3. Local model. Locally we may choose a presentation of (M,E•) as the
zero locus of a section s of a vector bundle E → A over a smooth ambient
space A, such that the resulting complex{
TA|M
ds
−→ E|M
}
is
{
E0 −→ E1
}
= (E•)∨.
Then we have E• as E−1 → E0, we get the exact sequence
E0
φ
−→ E1 −→ ObM −→ 0.
The resolution gives an exact sequence
φ(E0)⊗ Sym
•−1E1 −→ Sym
•E1 −→ Sym
•ObM −→ 0.
That is,
Spec Sym•ObM ⊂ SpecSym
•E1
with ideal generated by φ(E0). Letting τ denote the tautological section of
π∗E1E
−1, this says that
(2.2)
C(ObM ) is cut out of C(E1) = Tot(E
−1) by the section π∗E1φ
∗(τ) of π∗E1E
0.
Therefore N = C(ObM ) is cut out of Tot(E
∗)|M by the section π
∗
E(ds)
∗(τ)
of π∗EΩA|M . In turn Tot(E
∗)|M is cut out of Tot(E
∗) by π∗Es. Therefore
the ideal of N in the smooth ambient space Tot(E∗) is
(2.3)
(
π∗Es, π
∗
E(Ds)
∗(τ)
)
,
where we have chosen any holomorphic connection D on E → A by shrinking
A if necessary.
Thinking of the section s of E → A as a linear function s˜ on the fibres of
Tot(E∗), we find that its critical locus is N .
Proposition 2.4. ([13, Proposition 2.8]) N ⊂ Tot(E∗) is the critical locus
of the function
s˜ : Tot(E∗)→ κ.
2.4. The global motive of N . Since N is a scheme, from [14, Theorem
2.1], there exists a unique sheaf SN such that it satisfies the properties in
Theorem 2.1 of [14], and the is a natural decomposition SN = κN ⊕ S
0
N
where κN is the constant sheaf.
Proposition 2.5. The scheme N is an oriented d-critical scheme in the
sense of [14, Definition 2.5] and [14, Definition 2.31].
Proof. Locally the scheme N is the critical locus of s˜ on Tot(E∗) for a
vector bundle E → A. Let R be an open subset in M and R ⊂ A is a
local embedding into a smooth scheme A. Let R˜ = π−1(R) and R˜→ R the
projection. We may shrink R and A if necessary so that the vector bundle
E∗ is trivial and there is a relative embedding
R˜ →֒ A˜ := A× ArankE
∗
κ .
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Then from the proof of [13, Proposition 2.8], one can work in local coor-
dinates xi for A. Take a basis of sections ej of E, we get a dual basis fj
for E∗ and coordinates yj on the fibres of Tot(E
∗). Then we can write
s =
∑
j sjej , τ =
∑
j yjfj and
s˜ =
∑
j
sjyj.
Therefore
ds˜ =
∑
j
yjdsj +
∑
j
sjdyj =
〈
τ, π∗EDs
〉
+
∑
j
sjdyj
with zero scheme defined by the ideal(
π∗E∗(Ds)
∗(τ), π∗Es1, π
∗
Es2, . . .
)
.
This is the same as (2.3).
Then Crit(s˜) ∼= R˜. Let i˜ : R˜ →֒ A˜ be the inclusion. Then we get a chart
(R˜, A˜, s˜, i˜).
Let I˜R˜,A˜ ⊂ O(A˜) be the ideal of R˜ in A˜. Then we have an exact sequence:
0→ SN |R˜
ι
R˜,A˜
−→
i˜−1(O
A˜
)
I˜2
R˜,A˜
d
−→
i˜−1(T ∗A˜)
I˜R˜,A˜ · i˜
−1(T ∗A˜)
.
Let (S˜, B˜, s˜, j˜) be another chart, where
S˜ →֒ B˜ := B ×ArankEκ
for a smooth scheme B. Let φ : R˜→ S˜ be an embedding of open subsets of
N such that in the diagram
R˜ //
φ

A˜
f

S˜ // B˜
f is a smooth morphism. Then we have the following diagram:
(2.6) 0 // SN |R˜
ι
S˜,B˜
//
id

j˜−1(O
B˜
)
I2
S˜,B˜
|
R˜
d
//
i−1(Φ#)

j˜−1(Ω
B˜
)
I
S˜,B˜
·j˜−1(Ω
B˜
)
|
R˜
//
i−1(dΦ)

0
0 // SN |R˜
ι
R˜,A˜
//
i˜−1(O
A˜
)
I2
R˜,A˜
d
//
i˜−1(Ω
A˜
)
I
R˜,A˜
·˜i−1(Ω
A˜
)
// 0.
Then these data satisfy the properties in Theorem 2.1 of [14], hence there
is a section s ∈ H0(SN ). So N is a d-critical scheme.
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From [14, Theorem 2.28 ]The canonical line bundleKN,s is the unique line
bundle on N such that on the d-critical chart (R˜, A˜, s˜, i˜), there is a natural
isomorphism
ι : KN,s|R˜red
∼=
−→ i˜⋆(K⊗2
A˜
)|R˜red
From [20], the scheme N has an orientation K
1
2
N . 
Proposition 2.7. The projection π : N → M has a Calabi-Yau (CY)
orientation in the sense of Maulik-Toda in [19, Definition 2.10].
Proof. This statement is trivial, since for any point b ∈ M , there exists an
open neighborhood b ∈ V such that π−1(V ) →֒ A˜ := A × A
rank(E)
κ and the
canonical line bundle KA˜ is trivial. So shrinking A if necessary, we get a
CY d-critical chart (R˜, A˜, s˜, i˜). 
2.5. Example: moduli of coherent sheaves on local surfaces. Let S
be a projective surface. By pushing sheaves forward by the inclusion
S −֒→ X := Tot(KS)
into the canonical bundle of S we get an inclusion of the moduli space M of
stable sheaves on S into the moduli space of stable sheaves on the Calabi-
Yau 3-fold X. By the usual spectral cover construction, stable sheaves on
X (finite over S) are the same as stable Higgs pairs
(E,φ) on S, where φ ∈ Hom(E,E ⊗KS).
The cone N is then the open set of Higgs pairs such that the underlying
sheaf E is stable on S. From Proposition 2.7, the morphism π : N →M has
a relative CY-orientation. In the paper [19], Maulik and Toda prove that
the morphism N → Hβ from N to the Chow variety is strictly CY at point
in Hβ.
Thus we hope that the result in this paper have applications to the motivic
Vafa-Witten invariants, which are studied in [24], [25].
3. A motivic localization formula
We prove a version of the Gm-localization formula for the global motive
MF
φ
N,s for the oriented d-critical scheme (N, s) under Gm-action scaling the
fibers. In [11, Theorem 7.17], the motivic localization formula for oriented
formal d-critical schemes and d-critical non-archimedean K = κ((t))-analytic
spaces was proved using motivic integration for formal schemes. In [11],
we assume that the Gm-action on X preserves the orientation K
1
2
X,s. The
Gm-action on our cone N does not satisfy this condition.
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3.1. The general statement of the Gm-action.
Definition 3.1. Let (X, s) be a d-critical scheme in the sense of [14, Defi-
nition 2.5]. A Gm-action
µ : Gm ×X → X
is Gm-invariant if µ(γ)
⋆(s) = s for any γ ∈ Gm, and s ∈ H
0(SX), or
equivalently µ⋆(s) = π⋆X(s), where πX : Gm ×X → X is the projection.
Definition 3.2. The Gm-action on a scheme X is called good if any orbit
is contained in an affine subscheme of X. Equivalently, there exists an open
cover of subschemes which are Gm-invariant.
Here are two results in [14], and [11].
Proposition 3.3. Let (X, s) be a d-critical scheme which is Gm-invariant
under the Gm-action. Then
(1) If the action µ is good, then any x ∈ X there exists a Gm-invariant
critical chart (R,U, f, i) on (X, s) such that dim(TxX) = dim(U);
(2) If for all x ∈ X we have a Gm-invariant critical chart (R,U, f, i),
then the action µ is good.
Proposition 3.4. Let (X, s) be a d-critical scheme which is Gm-invariant
under the Gm-action. Let X
Gm be the fixed subscheme. Then the fixed
subscheme XGm inherits a formal d-critical scheme structure (XGm , sGm),
where sGm = i⋆(s) and i : XGm →֒ X is the inclusion map.
Let (X, s) be a d-critical κ-scheme with a good Gm-action. Let
XGm =
⊔
i∈J
XGmi
be the decomposition of the fixed locus XGm into connected components,
such that (XGmi , s
Gm
i ) are oriented d-critical schemes. The action Gm has a
decomposition
Tx(Xi) = (TxXi)0 ⊕ Tx(Xi)+ ⊕ (Tx(Xi))−
where the direct sums are the parts of zero, positive and negative weights
with respect to the Gm-action. Maulik [18] defined the virtual index
(3.5) indvirt(XGmi ,X) = dimκ(Tx(X)+)− dimκ(Tx(X)−)
so that it is constant on the strata XGmi . This virtual index is essential in
[18] to prove the motivic localization formula, see also [11, Theorem 7.17].
We don’t need it here.
Suppose that the d-critical κ-scheme (X, s) is oriented, i.e., there exists
a square root K
1
2
X,s for the canonical line bundle KX,s. Then we denote by
MF
φ
X,s ∈ M
µˆ
X the global motive for X in [4]. Here M
µˆ
X = K
µˆ
0 (VarX)[L
−1]
is the equivariant Grothendieck ring of varieties over X with a new product
⊙ defined in [4], and reviewed in [11, §7.3].
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Definition 3.6. We call the action
µ : Gm ×X → X
circle-compact if the limit limλ→0 µ(λ)x exists for any x ∈ X. If X is proper,
then any Gm-action on X is circle-compact.
We have:
Proposition 3.7. There exists a good and circle compact Gm-action on the
oriented d-critical scheme (N, s) for the cone π : N →M .
3.2. The Gm-localization formula for the cone N .
Theorem 3.8. Let (N, s) be the oriented d-critical scheme in Proposition
2.5 and µ is the good, circle-compact action of Gm on N . Let MF
φ
N ∈ M
µˆ
N
be the global motive of N . Then we have the following localization formula.∫
N
MF
φ
N = L
(rank(E0)−rank(E−1))/2 ⊙
∫
M
[M ].
Remark. We remark here that
∫
N MF
φ
N means pushforward to a point,
hence the absolute motive in M
µˆ
κ.
Proof. Let (R˜, A˜, s˜, i˜) be a d-critical chart of (N, s). Recall that from [4],
[11], the motive
MF
φ
N |R˜ = i
⋆(MFφ
A˜,s˜
)⊙Υ(QR˜,A˜,s˜,˜i) ∈ M
µˆ
R˜
,
where MFφ
A˜,s˜
= L−dim(A˜)/2 ⊙ [[A˜0, ιˆ] −MFA˜,s˜]|R˜ is the motivic vanishing
cycle; MF
A˜,s˜
is the motivic nearby cycle defined in [11, Definition 7.9]; and
Υ(Q
R˜,A˜,s˜,˜i
) = L−
1
2 ⊙ ([R˜, ιˆ] − [Q, ρˆ]) ∈ M
µˆ
R˜
is the motive of the principal
Z2-bundle QR˜,A˜,s˜,˜i as in [4, §2.5] and recalled in [11, §7.3]. The canonical
line bundle KN,s is the unique line bundle on N such that on the d-critical
chart (R˜, A˜, s˜, i˜), there is a natural isomorphism
ι : KN,s|R˜red
∼=
−→ i˜⋆(K⊗2
A˜
)|
R˜red
.
The principal Z2-bundle QR˜,A˜,s˜,˜i parametrizes the local isomorphisms
(3.9) K
1/2
N,s|R˜red
∼=
−→ i˜⋆(K
A˜
)|R˜red
given by the orientation. The product⊙ inM
µˆ
R˜
is given in [17], and reviewed
in [4, Definition 2.3]. We review it here.
Fix a scheme S over κ, and let [X, σ̂], [Y, τ̂ ] be two elements in K µˆ0 (VarS)
or MµˆS . Then there exists n ≥ 1 such that the µˆ-actions σ̂, τ̂ on X,Y factor
through µn-actions σn, τn. Define Jn to be the Fermat curve
Jn = {(t, u) ∈ (A
1 \ {0})2 : tn + un = 1}.
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Let µn × µn act on Jn × (X ×S Y ) by
(α,α′) · ((t, u), (v,w)) = ((α · t, α′ · u), (σn(α)(v), τn(α
′)(w))).
Write Jn(X,Y ) = (Jn × (X ×S Y ))/(µn × µn) for the quotient κ-scheme,
and define a µn-action vn on Jn(X,Y ) by
vn(α)((t, u), v, w)(µn × µn) = ((α · t, α · u), v, w)(µn × µn).
Let vˆ be the induced good µˆ-action on Jn(X,Y ), and set
[X, σ̂]⊙ [Y, τ̂ ] = (L− 1) · [(X ×S Y/µn, ιˆ)]− [Jn(X,Y ), vˆ]
in K µˆ0 (VarS) or M
µˆ
S . This defines a commutative, associative product on
K µˆ0 (VarS) or M
µˆ
S .
Consider the Lefschetz motive L = [A1S ]. As in [4], we define L
1
2 in
K µˆ0 (VarS) or M
µˆ
S by:
L
1
2 = [S, ιˆ]− [S × µ2, ρˆ],
where [S, ιˆ] with trivial µˆ-action ιˆ is the identity in K µˆ0 (VarS) or M
µˆ
S , and
S × µ2 is the two copies of S with the nontrivial µˆ-action ρˆ induced by the
left action of µ2 on itself, exchanging the two copies of S. Then L
1
2⊙L
1
2 = L.
We now prove the result on the d-critical chart (R˜, A˜, s˜, i˜). We prove that
the following formula holds:
(3.10)
∫
R˜
MF
φ
A˜,s˜
= L−
1
2
dim(A˜)+rank(E) ⊙
∫
R
[R].
We use a bit of the techniques of semi-algebraic sets in [22] to prove the
above local formula.
Recall from Proposition 2.5 that in local coordinates each d-critical chart
of N is given by
(R,Tot(E∗)|U , s˜, i),
where Tot(E∗)|U is the bundle E
∗ over an open neighborhood U of A, s˜
is the local regular function, and R := Crit(s˜), i : R →֒ Tot(E∗)|U is the
inclusion. Trivialising E with a basis of sections ej , we get a dual basis fj
for E∗ and coordinates yj on the fibres of Tot(E
∗). The function
s˜ =
∑
j
sjyj,
where we write the section s =
∑
j sjej , τ =
∑
j yjfj. The group Gm acts
on N by scaling the fibre and the fixed locus is M ⊂ N . So the invariant
part s˜Gm = 0.
Since locally A˜ = A×A
rank(E∗)
κ , and the Gm-action on N actually extends
to an action on A˜. Here we assume that the group Gm acts on A trivially,
and on A
rank(E∗)
κ by positive weights w1 > 0, · · · , wr > 0. Let Gm act on A
1
κ
by weight d > 0. Our cone N →M case is exactly the special case that all
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wi, d are equal to one. So this is exactly the situation as in Theorem 4.1.1.
in [22]. So from [22, Theorem 4.1.1.] we have the motivic nearby cycle
MFA˜,s˜ = [s˜
−1(1)].
From the proof of Proposition 2.5, the critical locus R˜ ⊂ A˜ has ideal
(si,Dsi). So over R˜ \ R, i.e., the part of R˜ such that si 6= 0, s˜
−1(0) and
s˜−1(1) are all afine subspaces in A˜. Hence [s˜−0(0) − s˜−1(1)]|R˜\R = 0. We
calculate
MF
φ
A˜,s˜
|R˜ = L
−dim(A˜)/2 ⊙ [[A˜0, ιˆ]−MFA˜,s˜]|R˜
= L−dim(A˜)/2 ⊙ [s˜−0(0) − s˜−1(1)]|R˜
= L−dim(A˜)/2 ⊙
(
[s˜−0(0)− s˜−1(1)]|R + [s˜
−0(0)− s˜−1(1)]|
R˜\R
)
= L−dim(A˜)/2 ⊙ [s˜−1(0)]|R
= L−dim(A˜)/2 ⊙ Lrank(E
∗) · [R].
Let us argue the invariant
Υ(Q
R˜,A˜,s˜,˜i
) = L−
1
2 ⊙ ([R˜, ιˆ]− [Q, ρˆ]) ∈ M
µˆ
R˜
on the d-critical chart (R˜, A˜, s˜, i˜). From Proposition 2.7, shrink R˜ if nec-
essary, the orientation K
1/2
N,s is trivial on R˜. Then the principal Z2-bundle
QR˜,A˜,s˜,˜i is trivial parametrizing the isomorphisms in (3.9), so
Υ(Q
R˜,A˜,s˜,˜i
) = L−
1
2 ⊙ ([R˜, ιˆ]− [Q, ρˆ]) ∈ M
µˆ
R˜
= L−
1
2 ⊙ L
1
2 ⊙ [R˜, ιˆ]
= [R˜, ιˆ].
Since the motive [R˜, ιˆ] is the identity in M
µˆ
R˜
, we have
MF
φ
N |R˜ = L
−dim(A˜)/2 · Lrank(E
∗) · [R].
This implies that the global motive MFφN,s is locally on the d-critical charts
given by the absolute motive of the base [R] in M , so the motives [R] glue
to give [M ]. The result follows. 
Remark. Theorem 3.8 implies one of the main result
χ(N, νN ) = (−1)
vdχ(M)
in [13], which has applications in the study of Vafa-Witten invariants [24],
[25].
One easily see this by taking the limit lim
L
1
2→−1
, and note that
lim
L
1
2→−1
∫
N
MF
φ
N = χ(N, νN )
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and (−1)− rank(E
0)−rank(E−1) = (−1)dimTot(E
∗) = (−1)vd, we have
χ(N, νN ) = (−1)
vdχ(M).
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